The 103rd IEEE Region 8 Amsterdam, The Netherlands Committee Meeting 21-22 August 2014

Highlights from the past
- Organizing IEEE students meeting in Beir Zeit university, May,2014

Future activities
- A research day in the field of Power electronics Energy Conversion is going to be organized in coming spring
- A meeting for all Palestinian universities (IEEE branches subsections) should be hosted at PPU during coming October,2014
- Fourth International Conference on Energy Environmental protection in Sustainable Development is going to be organized during Fall,2015, and we are looking to be lunched under IEEE- R8 patronage and contribution. (please visit 3rd ICEEP: http://iceep.ppu.edu)

Best practices
- We have good Practice in organizing previous versions of ICEEPs conferences
- We Invited international speakers one of them was Prof. Muhammad Rashid
- We organized multiple events in Power Electronics Energy Conversion seminars Training workshops with contributions of professors from USA, France & K

Points of concern / Topics for future discussion
- Organizing Training workshops in Energy management, conversion and energy saving
- Inviting international speakers by support of IEEE R8 in the field of energy renewable energy
- Organizing training workshop in the field of Fault diagnostics maintenance of Power electronics converters, industrial systems & energy systems

Miscellaneous
- Awards and other signs of recognition
- Distinguished Lecturers programs
  - Prof. Muhammad Rashid presented 4 lectures as keynote speaker during the 3rd ICEEP which was held in October, 9-10, 2013 at PPU
  - Prof. Putrus Ghanem form UK presented 2 lectures as keynote speaker during the 3rd ICEEP which was held in October, 9-10, 2013 at PPU
- National Society Agreements
- New Geographic Units (Chapters, Affinity Groups, Student Branches, SB Chapters)